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CHAPTER I
IITTRODUCTIOIT
It is well known that until recent years pupils
had no ohoice in the selection either of the subject of their
studies or the manner in which they were to be worked out.
Education was provided by adults and carried out in relation
to their ideas of what was considered best and wisest for the
child. The pupil came to school to learn what was set before
him with little or no consideration of his interest in the
matter. As educators began to understand the importance of
children as individuals, education underwent many changes.
Projects, units, and centers of interest were introduced with
the idea of capturing the child's interest and relating the
study to his experience in living. All this helped to turn
education away from its adult standard wherein the child was
considered a miniature adult to the idea that education for
the child should be on the child's level and within his in-
terest and comprehension. Students consequently were not
expected to accomplish adult perfonnance which was beyond
their ability. Materials were simplified to meet their needs.
No longer were children little men and women, but youthful
individuals with their own interests, desires, and lives that
had not sprung full grown at birth, but were to be developed

Si
as they advanced In school.
However imich has "been said and written ahout organ-
ization and methods of teaching snb;)ect matter, it appears
that few studies have been made about the interests and
attitudes of children in relation to their preferences in
study assignments. It is known iH some cases what children
like to study, although too few investigations are to be
found in that field. Little is known beyond personal ob-
servation about the way in which children prefer to work
out assignments.
Because of the apparent lack of studies as indicat-
ed above, this student desired to investigate children's
study preferences. It was then with the approval and guidance
of the thesis advisor that the study presented here was made,
PURPOSE
The purpose of this study is to determine if possi-*
ble how children regard the definite method of handling
assignments as described below :-
1. Individual versus plural texts
S. ^roup versus partner participation
3. Pupil selection of materials and books
versus teacher selection of materials
and books.

J.
4, Activity types of assignments
A. Heading
B. TJriting
C • Talking
D. Drawing
E. Constructing
The student desired to attempt to discover child-
ren's preferences in the previous classification in relation
to the following
1. Grade preferences in types of assignments
2. Sex preferences in tjrpes of assignments
3. How intelligence influences preferences
4. Where changes in preferences of assignments
occur and what hearing age has on them.
ORaANIZATIOH
In the following chapters will be recorded :
the related studies ; the construction and the administra-
tion of the survey ; the presentation and the analysis of
data ; educational implications ; suggested further study;
summary and conclusions.
Although the student during teaching experience
in the schools was interested in pupil progress, and methods
of instruction which furthered that progress, the opportunity
to participate in the Educational Clinic at Boston University
brought that interest to a focal point through watching the
children work, and culminated in a desire to investigate the
€i
field of preferences In relation to assignments. An interest
in pupil preferences "brought the following important questions
to the student. Is it enough that educators through careful
study have determined to their satisfaction the types of
assignments to be used ? Should not children's reactions to
these assignments be searched out in order to allow children
to use their full capacities ? Should further study con-
cerning test instruction similar to this be developed for
use by the classroom teacher at the beginning of a unit for
determining the way in which her group will best undertake
their study, and aid her in understanding her group ?
Since little research in this field was in evidence,
and since it was considered advisable to know more about the
way in which children react to assignments, it was deemed
advisable to undertake this study. Before any organized con-
tribution could be considered by the student, research in the
field of related studies was undertaken. The following chap-
ter presents the results of the study of the literature de-
scribed above and may be used as a basis of understanding
subsequent materials.
1^

CHAPTER II
RELATED STUDIES AITD PREVIOUS RESEARCH

CHAPTER II
RELATED STUDIES
Because no direct studies could be found in the
specific field being investigated by the student, the related
literature will be presented in more careful form than may
ordinarily be considered justifiable. The related readings
are organized under the following categories in relation to
their bearing on this study :-
1. Interest
2» Individual instruction
3, Text books
4, Reading abilities
5, Handwork or Construction
INTEREST
Since children's Interests have a direct bearing
on desire and study, it is well to consider what research
can reveal on this point, John Dewey states : "If we can
secure interest in a given set of facts or ideas, we may be
perfectly sure that the pupil will direct his energies
toward mastering them." 1/ This is a positive and significant
statement and it causes some question to arise in the mind
f John Dewey, Interest and Effort in Education (Boston:
oughton Mifflin Company , 1913 ) , p . 1
.

&of the student as to what factors contribute to interest on
the part of the pnpil^ Dewey later answers this in part by
his statement: "If we can discover a child's urgent needs
and powers and if we can supply an environment of materials,
appliances and resources; physical, social, and intellectual,
to direct their adequate operation, we shall not have to
think about interest," 1/
Since the needs of the child furnish clues which
lead to an understanding of his interests and help in planning
effectively for his progress. It is interesting to note that
emphasis in education has shifted away from materials to be
used and lesson plans which were all too readily constructed
for their own sake only, to the needs of the child, Yoakam
says: "The emphasis has shifted away from material to be
studied, to the child,- his needs and his method of learnfhg."
IITDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
The last statement leads us directly into the sub-
ject of individual differences. In the older type of school,
classes were conducted as a whole unit without regard for the
individual and were more concerned with mass education.
Today, assignments seem to group themselves naturally into
three categories :-
l/John Dewey, Interest and Effort in Education (Boston:
Soughton,Mifflin Company ,1913}
,
p,95,
2/ Gerald Yoakam, Improvement of the Assignment
,
Heading and
^tudy fNew York:The MacMillan Company, 1934), p«37.
II

1, The class as a whole
2, Small groups
3, Individuals
Yoakam feels that, "With young children, it is
doubtless well for the teacher to help them get settled, get
materials ready and start to work. With older pupils, more
and more responsibility should be thrown upon them for
working independently and with a minimum of direct sugges-
tion and supervision on the part of the teacher." ^ It
is quite readily conceded that children entering school
directly from the home are not sufficiently able, because of
past parental supervision and direction to fit immediately
Into the situation, and, therefore, for some time, need close
contact with the teacher until they become sufficiently ac-
customed to school routine to take on small tasks with a
minimum of instruction. As this ability increases, they can
be given more and more responsibility under wise guidance
and so build up the desired power of working alone. In this
same reference , Yoakam says still further : " Ihiring these
middle grades, pupils should be learning how to work in-
2/dependently for longer and longer periods." This is
the goal set for middle grades as an entrance into under -
standing of the types of work to be undertaken in further
education. In 1939, Olson and Kambly conducted a study to
1/ Gerald Yoakam, Improvement of the Assignment ,Heading and
Study (ITew York: The MacMillan Company, 1934 ) , p. 179.
2/ Ibid. p. 179.

discover whether pupils who worked independently or those
who worked tinder supervision at stated intervals, gained the
1/
most In factual learning. The outcones of the study in-
dicated that :-
1. Individuals aided at definite intervals by the
teacher gained most factual knowledge.
2. Individuals aided only when they asked for
help gained least,
3# Group methods made some children depend on
the more able members of the group.
From this study, it would seem that supervised
individual study was most helpful and that it was advisable
to keep some definite contact with a student during his work.
It is often true that the more capable members of a group
either with or without intention take the initiative and
sometimes deprive others of that privilege as well as the
opportunity to gain in confidence and ability through activity.
It is advisable in some manner to rotate group responsibilty
in order that all mfey participate and derive ;)ust benefit
therefrom, Each individual has some contribution to make to
the group, and should be encouraged to express his ideas,
Zirbes says: "Individual differences are not un-
desirable; they are inevitable because of the fact of human
nature and growth. We are simply wrong in our earlier
1/ Myron S, Oleson and Paul E, Fambly,"A Comparison of Three
Types of Teacher A.ctivity in Directing the Study of General
Science", Science Education, 23: 308, November, 1939.

99
assumption that large classes could te more efficiently
treated as masses. Time was ....that the efficiency of mass
instruction was not challenged." —
Heffeman indicates that in democratic society,
an individual must find his happiness and freedom as a par-
2/
ticipating member of the social group. —' If the school is to
serve as the instrument for the building of democratic citi-
zens, it is natural to conclude that the aims and the ideals
of that medium are to carry out democracy in its dealings,
thus placing its pupils in direct contact with democratic
situations, not teaching for the future alone, but adapting
the present events to that outcome. Thus, as Heffeman states,
the pupil must actively take part in whatever group or situa-
tion he finds himself and be a contributing part to the
whole, and therefrom derive his satisfaction.
Kottmeyer in his study of reading instruction in
the Saint Louis Schools says
The chronological promotion posits a responsibility
for making systematic provisions for the individual dif-
ferences of ability among children. Such promotional
policy therefore implies that the traditional method of
providing quantities of similar reading materials to
classrooms is no longer serviceable. The grave need of
adjusting instruction and materials to the individual
differences is based on the incontrovertible axiom of
reading instruction: -if children deal with material at
the level where they are, they will improve-if it is
l/ Laura Zirbes, "Individual Differences Among Children and
Their Relation to the Reading Program" .Adjusting the Reading
Program to the Individual, Conference on Reading, University
of Chicago, 1941. P. 67.
2/Helen Heffeman, "Learning and the Democratic Way", National
Elementary Principals. 21:138. April. 1942.
{
i
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too dlfflonlt, they will not improve.
Such a situation as mentioned above stresses the
need of individual instruction, the necessity of taking the
child where he is and carrying him as far as he can go. Each
teacher must in turn be ready to carry on such a program and
so become not a grade teacher, but a teacher of many grades.
However much work this entails, it is one possible solution
that can be worked out, in all fairness to the individual.
One of the valuable aids to such a situation is to have a
quantity of material on varying levels with which to work.
Although many educators favor individual instruction, there is
much to be said for group instruction wher used intelligently
and with a definite purpose in mind. Betts contends that :-
Highly individualized instruction often misses the
point because opportunities for give and take are miss-
ing. Differentiating instruction must needs recognize
the total needs of each individual. In any effective
plan for differentiating instruction, provision must be
made for class, small group and individual activities.
All class activities should capitalize on individual and
group contributions and motivate each to improve his con
trlbutlon. Grouping makes possible appropriate instrue
tion. Children are less likely to be frustrated by
activities too easy or too difficult. 2/
Since, in every group, there are varying abilities
even when whole classes are supposedly grouped homogeneously,
some provision has to be made for the lowest and the highest
extremes of the class. This leads directly to the question
of what materials are to be used to supply the different
1/ William Kottmeyer, "Improving Instruction in the St. Louis
"^hools". Elementary School Journal, 45: 36 , September , 1944.
E/ Emmett A. Betts, "Social and Emotional "Readiness for Read-
Tng", Educational Administration and Supervision , 50 ; 145
,
March, 1944. Pp. 139-161.

levels, and good judgment decides that one source of informa-
tion will not suffice.
Text Books
It is a point of contention whether mass education
prolonged the use of single textbooks or whether single text
books are not in part responsible for the continuance of mass
Instruction. In taking into account individual differences
in pupils, it is necessary that a variety of material be sup-
plied to meet the needs of the varying abilities of the group.
Furthermore, it seems to the student that children should
perhaps be allowed to choose interesting reading on their own
level in order to be able to contribute intelligently to the
group. Choosing his own materials should develop in the child
a critical judgment, an evaluation of numerous related state-
ments, and an appreciation of different points of view as
presented in multiple texts. There should be a quantity of
materials as well as a variety of them within the child's reach«
Toaksun states:
-
The differentiating of assignments on the ability
levels must take into consideration the character and
needs of pupils on these levels. A blanket assignment for
all children regardless of ability is not good practice
because such &n assignment is bound to be too hard for
some and too easy for others Assignments should be so
made that opportunity for extensive reading and other
types of enriched experience is left open for children
of average Intelligence. .Co-operative assignments when
successful seem to be the highest type of assignment
now in use. 1/
1/ (Jerald Yoakam, Improvement of the Assignment . Reading and
Study (New York:The MacMlllan Company, 1937), p. 227.
m
While no mention "before this has been made of behav-
ior in relation to assignments, it is easy to conceive that it
has direct bearing on the situation. If the task is too easy,
it leaves leisure time for the student which may not be wisely
used if he is not properly supervised or trained to turn to
other work to be completed* Equally as much bearing does the
too difficult assignment have on behavior, for it discourages
the pupil, frustrates him and often causes such confusions that
he has to unlearn much that has been taught« in order to make
progress* This situation has been most apparent in the work of
the Clinic where, before coming, some children have progressed
too quickly at the expense of mastery o In view of these facts,
it is easy to understand that one lesson, however well learned,
or planned, will not cover iihe abilities and levels of all the
group* This necessitates the planning of many levels of assign-j
ment on the same topic in order to make it possible for each
child to work to his full capacities.
To return to the first paragraph of the related
studies, it is noted again that interest is one of the most
important factors in the planning of assignments. In regard to
the differentiating of assignments, Thomdike says that a
means for providing for improvement of reading in the upper
levels of interest and intelligence is to have an abundance of
suitable books and magazines in school and to permit children >
to read as they choose ."^
1«
1/Edward L.Thomdike, Improving the Ability to Read .Bureau of
Rblications, (Hew York:Teacher8 College , Columb ia University,
1
1939
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While many of the more forward-looking schools are
already well supplied with a variety of material and also with
teachers who understand how to use that material wisely, there
are still schools that because of lack of knowledge, finances,
or interest, continue to use older methods. In such cases,
one text book does for the entire class and it is accepted as
the only authority or information on the subject to be studied,
Zirbes apparently has this in mind when she states :-
It is still too easy to find classes in which the
class keeps the place while individual pupils take their
turns at oral reading... There is nevertheless abundant
evidence to indicate that every child needs to read at
more than one level... Conditions are so different that
we must free ourselves.... and let our elementary school
children come out of the bondage of lock-step reading
lessons and basic grade readers into the fine heritage of
abundant reading materials.... book resources in a class-
room book collection and an accessible library should be
sufficiently ample to permit guidance and selection of
free reading in terms of a far wider range of individual
abilities and interests than that usually considered
adequate.... flexible resources with easier and harder
books on the same theme are more conducive to provision .
for individual differences than are single text books. 1/
This statement agrees with Yoakam and his opinion of
differentiating of assignments to meet the needs of every in-
dividual of the group. And again on this same subject, Betts
feels that the guidance is entirely in the hands of the teacher
and that it is for her to decide how the lesson shall be ap-
portioned. He says: -"All children from a given class cannot
1/ Laura Zirbes, "Individual Differences Among Pupils and Their
Illation to the Reading Program", Adjusting the Reading Program
to the Individual, (Conference on Reading, University oi
TJEioago, Chicago, Illinois, 1941), p. 66.
i
1
1
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Iprofit from the use of the same book. A more judicial use
of basal text books should be made by the classroom teacher.
...Teaching has to be based on some other basis than hearing
lessons from a single text book.... As a part of a socialized
procedure, pupils are guided to the location, selection, eval-
uation, smd organization of information. Pupils are guided to
reading on their own level." ^
Hearing recitations from a single book may not lead
to any breadth of opinion on the part of the student, but it
may, on the contrary, result in a narrow-mindedness through
not being able to select material, judge content, benefit
from more than one point of view, or organize material. The
opinion of only one writer does not lead to any thought-
provoking development for the child, and it deprives him of
the opportunity to build a correct critical attitude toward
any opinion. This leads in life to the man who is readily
willing to take any opinion as true and accurate instead of
challenging it or comparing it with another to discover the
truth of it, or the authority upon which it is based. Since
most of our thinking in life should be critical in the correct
sense of the word, it is an ability which should be developed
early in children in order to prepare them to think in-
telligently on problems met. It is certain that limitation
to a single text book and one viewpoint is a hindrance in
evaluations.
1/Smmett A. Betts , "Social and Emotional Readiness for Reading?
Educational Administration and Supervision , 30: 158 ,March, 1944.
14
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READING ABILITY
Since the use of multiple texts is indicated by the
opinions of the authorities already referred to, it can be
assumed that with more "books to read, there will be more
reading done. Several studies which have been undertaken on
the matter of reading, ability and quantity, show that bright
children do more reading than average children, and that they
in turn do more reading than slow children, Robert Thomdike's
study shows that the most conspicuous differences in reading
^
occur between the sexes, not between the ages or intelligences*
This might possibly be accounted for in part by the
types of play in which children indulge. It is natural for
the girl to be interested in the finer, smaller and quieter
types of occupation, while the boy, with his love of sports
and the outdoors, indulges in that pastime which exercises
the large muscles. Consequently he is not interested to sit
quietly and pore over books. Certainly, if it does not account
for the difference in the ability, it does measure difference
in the amount of reading that is done by the two sexes
a
HAUD WORK OR COITSTRUCTIOU
Often much reading is done purely for pastime ard
it sometimes justifies itself in this matter. However, it
l/Robert Thomdike, Children's Reading Interests
^ Bureau of
Publications, l^ew York: Teachers' College, Columbia Universi-
ty, 1941), p,37.
i
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should not be an end in itself, but generally lead to some
outcome or tendency to action, Reading should be done for
the purpose of enriching life and opening wider horizons to
the child of the life that is going on about him and in which
he can take part. In the study that lyons made in the "Evalua-
tion of the fielative Appeal of Reading Assignments", she re-
ports that good readers preferred assignments involving con-
struction to a greater extent than did poor readers, ^
In his report to the Chicago Reading Conference,
Corey states :-
"While it is true that at this age, many children
develop a deep love of reading, and some of them are disposed
to spend most of their time with books, a great majority still
get maximum enjoyment from manipulating materials, making
objects, sewing, building, taking things to pieces, going
places and seeing things," ^
If we accept Corey's thesis in relation to reading
for action, then it seems to follow that, as a result, reading
should furnish a logical goal for the reader, thus giving real
satisfaction at the end of the reading.
Since some educators contend that there is a place
for class instruction, while others favor group or individual
1/ Catherine L. lyons , "Evaluation of the Relative Appeal of
l^eading Assignments" (unpublished Master* s thesis, Boston Uni-
versity, Boston, 1943), p,45.
2/ Stephen M, Corey , "Characteristic Interest and Heeds of
Fupils That Aid in Defining the Hature and Scope of the Reading
Program", Adjusting the Reading Program to the Individual,
(Conference on Reading, Chicago University, 1941J,p,51,

lessons, it Is important to discover how children react to
such decisions for, in truth, they as individuals are the
ones to he most affected hy the types of educative method
decided upon for them by professional educators. Many author**
ities have decided what is "best for the child without heing
concerned about his feelings in the matter. In this way
,
education becomes something for children to assimilate ,while,
on the other hand, if it were influenced by their interests,
they would seek it out for itself alone and there would be
little or no coercion about learning, How it is important
to find out what the child thinks about how he is to be taught
in order that work may be planned to meet his interest and
needs. With such thought in mind, this study was devised.
SUmiARY
Investigations concerning types of assignments
have shown a definite shift from the mass to the individual
and from the use of one text book to multiple texts, and
from definitely limited assignments to those that allow a
freedom of choice. These facts take on a significance in
the light of the knowledge that newer practices are finding
a welcome as well as an understanding use with more and more
teachers, and that they are spurring those individuals who
are interested in education
,
on to a better and more sym-
pathetic appreciation of the individual and his needs.
13_
c
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Considering then the facts revealed in the related
literature reviewed, the importance of the interest and
preferences of the child in relation to his assignments
takes on impressive proportions*
When the studies descrihed in this chapter on
related readings had heen perused by the student, the knowledge
gained was used as a background for the development of the
Instrument described in the following chapter*
\

CHAPTEH III
METHOD Am ADMFISTRATIOH OF mTESTIGATIOU

CHAPTER III
tIETHOD AUD ADMINISTRATION OF IIVESTIGATIOK
In any experiment or investigation, the measuring
tool or tools must be understood so that an evaluation of
results may he undertaken. An explanation of the construction
of the tests is given in this chapter.
Selection of Population
In order to carry out the study as indicated in
Chapter One, it was necessary to construct an instrument which
would reveal children's preferences. The measure used in this
investigation was designed to reveal the interest of children
in relation to the various types of assignments with which
they had to work. It was also designed to reveal which of
the activities are most interesting to pupils of grades 4, 5,
and 6:- individual or plural texts; group or partner partici-
pation; pupil or teacher selection of material and types of
varied assignments such as;reading, drawing, constructing,
writing, and talking. Middle grades instead of primary grades
were selected as the level for such an investigation because
the student agreed with Yoakam who so aptly said: -"With young
children it is doubtless well for the teacher to help them
get settled, etc During these middle grades, pupils
-19-
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should "be learning to work independently for longer and longer
periods of tlme«"—^ The younger children are definitely not
ready for the responsibility that is expected and demanded by
multiple assignments, so it was not deemed advisable to use
younger children for the investigation* Another reason for
selecting a middle grade population was that the student had
worked with children of the middle grades and was better ac-
quainted with their assignments. Interests, and techniques.
Construction of the Test
The first test constructed (Appendix A in the Appendix
consisted of four sets of preferences. The first set dealt
with a choice between a single text or a multiple text. In ordei
to carry out the idea of a single text, one book title was given
for choice, and for the multiple text, three or four titles
were given. These titles for the most part were fictitious, but
made to suit the subject under consideration. The second set
of preferences, group as opposed to partner participation, was
carried out in the same way with two titles named for the group
participation and two different ones for partner" participation*
In the third set of preferences, self-directed work as against
teacher-directed work, three sets of titles were written for the
first choice and three different ones for the last.
When this testfExhibit A)was considered, it was
l/Gerald A.Yoakam, Improvement of the Assignment, Reading and
Study (ITew York: The MacMillan Company. 1939), p. 179.
J
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thought that the arrangement of titles might influence the
choice through the fact that one of the set of titles might
prove more interesting than the other. As a result of this,
the whole inventory was rewritten and statements instead of
titles were substituted. Exhibit B shows this change in the
instrument. "?hile each set of choices contains statements
about the same topics, they were arranged so that those
choices concerning one book contained but one statement, while
those concerning multiple texts contained several statements.
This continued through the test.
Again, it was felt that because there was one topic
to choose from in one choice, while others had several, that
this might influence the preference.
A third arrangement was made (Exhibit 0 ) in which
each pair of choices within a preference had the same state-
ments to choose from, thus eliminating the possibilities
of statement placement or number of statements to become a
factor. This test was taken to a school and given to six
children. Corrections that are noted later on in this ex-
planation were made and a fourth and last test (Exhibit D )
was constructed. It was now felt that the test was in a more
refined state where interest would not be a governing factor
to influence choices, and differing numbers of statements
would not influence choice since in each pair of choices,
the same statement for number and similarity was used.

22.
The last set in the test containing ten choices
was left much the same throughout the various revisions. It
contained, more opportunities of choice than the others due to
the need for rotating the items. In order that there be
nothing here to influence the choice, all items were care-
fully rotated.
The vocabulary burden was considered on the basis
of a fourth-grade level, although it was intended to be used
in grades five and six. This was one of the reasons for
trying out the test- to determine how the vocabulary fitted
in the different grades.
The following are the changes suggested by the
children which have been incorporated into the final revision
of the test.
Test I- Item 2 B was changed from- "Have everybody
find out " to "Have all the children read the same book."
Test I- Item 3 B was changed from "Have all the
children read from different books " to "Have each child read
many different books."
Test I- Item 4 A was changed froir "Have all the
children use the same set of books" to "Have all the children
read the same book."
Test I- Item 5 B was changed from- "Have all the
children read together from one set of books" to "Have all
the children read the same book to find out."

Test II- Item 3 .directions, was changed from
"aviation" to "flying."
Test II- Item 3 B was changed from "Work with your
chum" to " Work with a partner."
Test II- Item 4 A was changed from " Choose a
friend" to " Work with a partner."
Test II- Item 5 B was changed from " Everybody in
the room choose a partner" to " Work with a partner."
Test III- Item 3 A was changed from "Be responsible
for finding " to " Find books yourself,"
Test III- Item 5 was changed from " How would you
choose to get the information" to " How would you choose to
get the story? "
Test III- Item 5 A was changed from " Find the
material yourself " to " Find books yourself."
Test IV- Item 2 C was changed from " Make a soap
or clay model of a fishing boat " to " Make a small soap or
clay fishing boat."
Test lY- Item 4 A was changed from " Make a model of
a Swisy house" to "Make a model of a Swiss house or some
other Swiss thing."
Test IV- Item 5 was changed from " A program about
airplanes is to be prepared" to " You are going to plan a
talk about airplanes."
Test IV- Item 5 A was changed from "Head about
pursuit planes" to " Read about war planes."
ii
f
Test IV- Item 7 A was changed from " Read alDout
Chinese Junks and other "boats" to "Read about Chinese "boats
called junks*"
Test IV- Item 8 B was changed from " Make a model of
a small donkey out of wood or soap" to " Kake a small donkey
out of soap or wood or clay."
Test IV- Item 9 A was changed from " Make a model of
a small ham" to " Make a model of a small bam or other
things found on the farm*"
Test IV- Item 10 C was changed from " Read the
story about Peter Cooper's Tom Thumb engine" to " Read the
story about Peter Cooper^ s first engine."
I't was felt that all the above changes permitted
a better understanding of the meaning of the items and allowed
a clearer interpretation on the part of the pupil. Since most
of the changes came directly from the children after being
talked over seriously, it was considered advisable to make
the revision and to Include the change of terms in order to
prevent any confusions that might arise*
The time element as well as comprehension was checked
and it was found that twenty minutes seemed to cover adequately
the testing time, including all preliminary instructions. The
data obtained from the trial test was not used in the final
results because this was given in different buildings and to
different children. The test is constructed as a group test.
c
not as an Individual one, though it could he so used if one
desired to check the preferences of a single child,
Final Revision
Section This part consists of five sets, each one a
choice between the use of one class text hook to he used by
all the children and many different text books available for
use by all the childreuo In each pair of choices, the lesson
planned was the same, but the manner of working was different*
Each pair of choices was rotated in order that the choice
should not be Influenced by statement position. A sample of
the first section follows©
1. Your class is to study about cotton. Would you like
best to:-
( ) Have all the children read the same book to find
out about raising cotton, the cotton gin, cotton prints.
( ) Have each child read many different books to find
out about raising cotton, the cotton gin, cotton prints*
2. The class is going to make a study of China. Would
you like to :-
( ) Have each child read many different books to find
out about Chinese fishing, Chinese floods, life in China.
( ) Have all the children read the same book to find
out about Chinese fishing, Chinese floods, life in China.
3. The children are preparing a program. Would you like
best to:-
( ) Have all the children read the same book to find
out about rocket planes, transport planes, passenger planesi

f J Have each child read many different "books to
find out about rocket planes, transport planes, passenger
planes*
4, You are preparing a talk for Lincoln's birthday. Which
would you like best to do ?
( ) Have all the children read the same book to find
out about Lincoln and the pig, Lincoln the storekeeper,
Lincoln and the trunk,
( ) Have each child read many different books to fine,
out about Lincoln and the pig, Lincoln th6 storekeeper,
Lincoln and the trunk,
5. Your class is studying about Switzerland, Which way
would you like to work?
f ) Have each child read many different books to
find out about Swiss watches, mountain climbing. Saint
Bernard dogs, William Tell,
f ) Have all the children read the same book to
find out about Swiss watches, mountain climbing. Saint
Bernard dogs, William Tell.
Section II, This part consists of five sets, each one
containing a choice between work arranged for small groups and
studies arranged for pairs. Again, in each pair of choices,
the subjects were the same, but the manner of working was
different. The choices were rotated to avoid influencing
decisions by placement. A sample of this part of the investi«
gation follows.
1« The class is preparing to give talks on airplanes.
Would you like best to
f ) Have small groups look up about spotting air-
planes, airplanes in war, rocket planes.
f ) Choose a partner and look up about spotting air-
planes, airplanes in war, rocket planes.

2« The class is going to prepare an assemljly program
about rubber. lYhich way would you choose to help find things
about rubber?
( ) Work with a partner to find out where rubber
comes from, what rubber is "used for, toys that are made
of rubber.
f ) Work with a small group to find out where rubber
comes from, what rubber is used for, toys that are made
of rubber.
3« The class is preparing to give some talks on flying.
Which would you choose to do ?
( ) Work with a small group and read about airplane
pilots, airplane carriers, mail planes.
( ) Work with a partner and read about airplane
pilots, airplane carriers, mail planes.
4. A man is coming to talk about sheep ranching. Which
way would you choose to get information before he comes ?
( ) Work with a partner and look up about how dogs
help the shepherd, life on a sheep ranch, how woolen
cloth is made.
f ) Divide the class into small groups and read
about how dogs help the shepherd, life on a sheep ranch,
how woolen cloth is made.
5« Your class is studying about forests and lumbering*
How would you choose to work ?
f ) Make the class into small groups and find out
about the dangers of the forest, life of the lumber Jack,
how lumbering is done.
( ) Work with a partner and read about the dangers
of the forest, life of the lumber jack, how lumbering
is done*

Section III. This part consists of five sets, each one
containing a choice between having the teacher find and give
material to the children or having the children search in
many different places for a variety of material* In each pair
the subject to "be studied was the same, but the manner of
I
finding it was different. The choices were rotated to avoid
I placement decisions. There follows a sample of this part of
the investigation.
1. Your room is going to prepare a program for
Washington's birthday. How would you choose to work?
( ) Find books for yourself, in the room, at
the library, or at home about our first president,
how people lived in Washington's time, Washington's
Journey to lew York.
( ) Have the teacher find books and give them
to you to read about our first president, how people
lived in Washington's time, Washington's journey to
Hew York.
2. An assembly program is to be given about coffee.
How would you choose to work ?
( ) Let the teacher find books for you that
will tell you how coffee is raised, where our coffee
comes from, people who work on coffee ranches.
f ) Look in several places until you find some
books about how coffee is raised, where our coffee
comes from, people who work on coffee ranches.
3. You are going to invite another grade in to hear
you tell about what you have learned about Indians. Which
I
way would you choose to work ?

( ) Find books yourself abont Indian hunters,
life with the Indians, Indian games.
( ) Use some hooks the teacher looked up for
you about Indian hunters, life with the Indians,
Indian games.
4« Your parents are invited to hear the class tell
about fishing. Hov/ would you choose to find things to tell?
( ) Have your teacher find some books for you
to read about how cod fishing is done, a trip in a
fishing schooner, fishing in the Atlantic Ocean.
( ) Look in different places yourself to find
books about how cod fishing is done, a trip in a
fishing schooner, fishing in the Atlantic Ocean.
5» If you were going to talk about coal mining,
how would you choose to get the story ?
f ) Find books yourself in several different
places about how mining is done, dangers of mining,
use of canaries in the mine,
( } Have the teacher tell you what books to
• use to find out about how mining is done, dangers of
mining, use of canaries in the mine.
Section I7# This consists of ten sets of three choices
each. These choices concerned reading, drawing, writing, con-
struction, talking and reading activities. The rotation
system was again employed so that each item occurred five times
in the test and was paired with every other item at least once.
In each set, the choices concerned the same subject as it best
fitted the way in which it was to be used. Included here is
a sample of this part of the study.

1. If you were studying about dogs, would you like
to :-
( ) Read about ^ Eskimo Dog
( ) Draw a poster about _3e Kind to Dogs
( ) T7rite a story about Bingo
,
lly Pet Dog
2. Your room is to entertain another room, with a
program about fishing, '.Thich would you rather do to make it
more interesting ?
( ) Paint a picture of sailing boats
f ) Trite a make-believe story about a trip
on a fishing boat
( ) Make a small soap or clay fishing boat
3. The class is going to give a program about
hobbies, 7.Tiich would you like to do best ?
( ) "Trite a story about Hobby
f ) Make a model of soap or clay of your
favorite hobby
( ) Give a talk about your hobby
4. Your room wants to find out about Switzerland.
Thich way would you like best to show what you have found ?
( ) ll&'ke a model of a Swiss house or some
other Swiss things
f ) Tell the story of some hero of Switzerland
( ) Read the story about William Tell and
the apple
(Cf
_21.
5. You are going to talk about airplanes. Would
you like best to
f ) Report about first airplanes
f ) Read about war planes
( ) Draw a picture showing different kinds of
planes
6. Your class is planning to study about Indians.
77Mch way would you choose to help ?
f ) Draw a picture of an Indian Brave ?
( ) Read about Indians in Maine
f ) Tell how the Indians made their fires
7. China is to be studied by the class. 'That would
you choose to do ?
f ) Read about Chinese boats called junks
f ) Tell the class about Chinese fishing
f ) loake a small Chinese boat out of clay
or wood
8. You are going to entertain some visitors who
have come to see what you have learned about South America.
'Vhich would you choose to do ?
( ) Tell aboiit a make-believe trip to the
country where cocoa comes from
( ) Make a small donkey out of wood or soap
or clay
( ) Write a letter about the Indians you saw
in South America

9. The class is studying about farm animals. 'Thicli
would you like to do best ?
( ) Ivlake a model of a small bam or other
things found on the farm
f ) "iVrite a story of your visit to the farm
( ) Make a picture of something you would see
on the farm
10. The class is going to prepare a program about
trains, ^/hat part would you like to do best ?
( ) Write the story about the race between
the horse and the engine
f ) Draw a picture about the different kinds
of trains
( ) Read the story about Peter Cooper's first
engine.
Rotation System . The following table indicates the
rotation used in the test.
Test I.
Test II.
Test III.
a b
b a
a b
a b
b a
a b
b a
a b
b a
a b
a b
b a
a b
b a
a b
I1
1
1
Test lY. a b — c
b _ c _ d
c d e
d e a
e a b
a b c
b c d
c d e
d e a
e a b
_S3_
Description of Popnlatlon
The final tests were given to 546 children in
heterogeneous groups in grades four, five, and six. There
were approximately 200 children in each grade with intelligence
quotients determined by the Zuhlman Anderson Intelligence
Tests, S'ifth Edition. These intelligence quotients ranged
from 73 - 170. Chronological ages ranged from eight years
eight months to thirteen years eight months. The schools
chosen contained a population of children who were under-
privileged, a middle economic group, and those from the
higher socio-economic brackets.
Evaluation
The tests were evaluated on the following bases :-
1. Conclusions derived from grade results
2. Difference in interests between boys and girls
as related to preferences
3. Preferences in relation to intelligence quotients
4. Preference of assignment as related to chrono-
logical age
i
I7/1th these directives in mind, the survey was con-
ducted.
Adminietration of the Instrument
The test was administered by the investigator her-
self in all classrooms to the entire class. Twenty minutes
was adequate time for the giving of directions and the com-
pleting of the test. All tests were corrected and tabulated
by the investigator,
A copy of the test was given to each child. The
pupils filled in the blank spaces for their name, grade,
school, and age.
Test I. After the heading was completed, the atten-
tion of the children was called to the sample test at the top
of the paper. It was noted that there were two choices, and
that they were to Indicate the one that met with their ap-
proval. V.o other discussion of the choice was made except
to instruct the children to mark the one of which they approved
After that, they were told to mark their choices down the page
and stop at the end of the page to wait for all to finish.
Test II. The children were told that this test
was similar to the one on the first page, and after starting
together, they marked their choices on this page, stopping
before turning to the next page.
II
Test III. Directions for this were similar to
those for the two previous tests.
Test IV. Since this test called for a choice of
three items, the attention of the children was directed to
this fact. They were asked to check their first choice only
and to continue to the end of the test.
The test of choices met with the approval of
pupils and teachers alike. The teachers expressed a desire
to know the outcome of this study.
Summary of the Chapter
From the content of this chapter it can be seen
that precautionary measures were used to prevent detrimental
variables in relation to the different phases of the work
and that care was used to plan for the comprehension of the
children as well as to establish and maintain a logical and
systematic program of procedure.
The extent to which, these goals were reached is
indicated in the following chapter which is devoted to sta-
tistical procedures and interpretation of results.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS 0? DATA
IHTHODUCTIOTT
In this chapter, the writer considers the inter-
pretation of test results and their implications in regard
to the effect of age, intelligence, grade placement, and
sex differences on preferences in assignment.
In arriving at conclusions, choices were first
tabulated at grade levels and according to ages in years
and months with intelligence quotients indicated. Llaster
sheets were prepared from which all data might he obtained.
Graphs of the different groupings were made and results were
recorded. In order that a clearer understanding of the pic-
ture might be had, preferences were separated from activities
and the division of preferences dealt with first and the
activities by themselves later,
Srade Preferences
In preparing this graph, the preferences of each
grade were shown in Juxtaposition with the other two grades
rather than on separate graphs, in order that conclusions
might be more easily drawn. One graph follows.
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GRAPH — 7ABIE I
COMPAHISOU OP PBEPERENCES OP ALL CHILDREN OP
GRADES IV, V AITD VI
; All Pupils $ S • E • S.E. °5
1
Dif.^ S.E.Diff .70 C.R.
:
Same Text 15 .015
Mult, Text 85 .015 .000225 .70 .021 33.333
(Jroxip
Parti oipatlon 54.5 .021 .000441 .09 .029 3.103
Partner 45.5 .021
Self-
Dlreoted 80 .017 .000289 .60 .026 23.076
Teaoher-
Directed 20 .017
As can "be noted from the graph —table above, there was
a definite preference for multiple text In all the grades,
giving a high critical ratio which makes the data extremely
significant. This shows without doubt that children of grades
four, five, and six prefer to have many texts to work with,
many sources of material and many different levels of work,
since In this way, the pupils are able to work with those mater-
ials that best fit their ability and Interest, and so enable
them to get the most from their efforts.
Group and partner participation nearly equal each other,
but group planning shows a significant difference as Is In-
dicated by the critical ratio of 3.103. Since the difference

is not great. It would seeja that either method would meet with
the children's desire and could he used to advantage.
Self-directed work, or finding material for one's self
gained more choices than having the teacher find the material
for the pupils. The critical ratio of 23#076 shows a high
significance in this choice and indicates that children prefer
to be independent in the matter of finding materials. Since
these figures are for grades four, five, and six, it would
seem to point to the fact that age does not play too great a .
part in this independence, and that even on lower grade levels
children enjoy doing for themselves.
GRAPH — TABLE II
COMPARISON OF PREFERMCES IN GRADE 71
38
Grade Six $ S .E • S.E.^ Dif.^ S.E.Dif.^ C.R.
Same Text 16 • 029
Multiple Text 84 .029 .000841 o68 .041 16.585
Grroup work 55 .040 .001600 .10 .056
\
1.785
partner work 45 .040
Self-direoted 85 .028 .000784 .70 .039 17.948
Teacher-direct. 15 •028
This graph-tahle emphasizes strongly that multiple texts
are in more favor than single texts; that there is no signifi-
cant difference in the choices between group work and working
with a partner; that there is a very definite choice between
self-direction and teacher-direction in the finding of material
In favor of independent work*
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(JRAPH — TABLE III
COMPARISOir OP PRBPERBUCES lU GRADE V
Grade Five 1^ S*E« S.E.^ Dif.^
1
; S.E.Dif.^ C.R.I
Same text 15 .026
Multiple text 85 • 026 .000676 • 70 r\izc TO AAA
Group work 47 .037
Partner work 53 •037 .001369 • 06 .052 1.163
Self-directed 76 .032 .001024 .62 •054 9.629
Teaeher-direot
.
24 .032
As in grade six, the preference for maltlple texts is high
rising higher in grade five than in grade six. As in the pre-
Tious grade, there is no great significance in the choice he-
tween group work or partner work. In grade five, the preferenoi
for self-direction is not so great as in grade six, hut the
figures show significant data in this choice*
GRAPH —TABLE IV
COMPARISON OP PREPEREUCES IN GRADE IV
Grade Pour S .E. S.E.^ Dif^^I S.E.Dif.^ C.R.
Same text 16 .012
Multiple text 84 .012 .000676 .68 .036 18.888
Group work 57 .035 .001225 .14 .049 2o857
Partner work 43 .035
Self-directed 80 .028 .000784 .60 .039 15.384
Teacher-direct
.
20 .028

The graph-table for grade four, like those of grade five
and grade six shows a deolded preference for multiple texts,
(yrade four nearly approaohes grade five and tops the choice
in grade six. The preference for group work was more pronouncer
In grade four, but was still of no significance. Here again,
the children preferred to find materials for themselves, the
critical ratio being greater than that of grade five, but not
80 high as In grade six. It would seem that grade or age level
made little difference In these three groups of choices*
GRAPH — TABLE V
PREPBRBNCES IIT SHADE SIX BASED ON SEX DIFFERENCES
BOYS Grade Six S cE* S.E.^ Dlf.^ S.E.Dlf C.R.
Same text 16 .040
Multiple text 84 .040 .001600 • 68 .056 12.142
Group work 56 •054 •002916 .12 .076 1.507
Partner work 44 .054
Self-directed 85 .039 .001521 .70 .055 12.727
Teacher-direct
•
15 .039
GIRLS Grade Six S .E. S.E.^ Dlf.^ S.E.Dlf.^ C.R.
Same text 16 .035
Multiple text 84 . .036 .001225 .80 •049 16.32
Group work 55 .058 .003364 .10 .082 1.219
Partner work 45 .058
Self-directed 73 .05E •002704 • 46 .073 6.301
Teacher-direct. 27 .052
1
Based on sex dlfferenoes, the graph-table for grade six
shows that both boys eoid girls prefer nmltlple texts. The
girls prefer nxiltlple texts to a greater extent than do the
boys, although both sexes show significant data.
The factor of sex did not appear to enter into the choice
between partner or group participation, and the choices were
not significant.
Sex did appear to influence the choice between self-
directed and teacher-directed work for the choice on the part
of the boys of self-directed work was high, with a critical
ratio of 12.727. The choice of the girls of self-directed
work was significant at 6.301. Boys preferred self-direction
more than did the girls, although both choices were significant.

<-
GRAPH — TABLE VI
PRBPEHEUCES IIS GRADE V BASED ON SEX DIFFERENCES
BOYS Grade Five 5^ S.E> S.E.^S Dlf«^ S.E.Dlf^^ C.R*
Same text 16 »0g8
^
Maltlple text 84 .OgS > 001444 .68 «06g 12,850
Group work 44 «051
Partner work 56 #051 .00 2601 #12 *07g 1.666
Self«*dlreotea 75 .046 .002116 .46 .065 7.076
Tehr-di rected 27 .046
GIRLS Grade Five 5S S*E. S.E.^ Dlf.^ S.E.Dlf.^ C.R.
Same text 14 .057
Multiple text 86 .057 .001369 .72 .052 13.846
Group work 50 .054 .002916 .00 .076 .00
Partner work 50 .054
Self-directed 80 .045 .001849 • 60 .060 10.000
Tohr-dlreoted 20 .045
In grade five, both boys and girls preferred multiple textji
to single texts, and the critical ratio was about even, being
just about one point higher for the girls. Neither boys nor
girls showed any great preference for group participation or
working with a partner, and In the case of the girls, the
choices were about evenly divided. Self-directed work In the
finding of materials was chosen by both sexes and more pre-
ferred by the girls.
^ r
GRAPH — TABLE TII
PREPERMCES IN GRADE IV BASED OU SEX DIFPEREUCBS
JdUXO l7r&GL6 JTOILT C TP Dalit*p Dll .70 0.£i.I/lX.
Same text
mm MM17 • 038
Multiple text 83 •038 • 001444 • 66 • 053 12.452
Gtou'd wo 61 .050 •002500 • 22 *070 3.142
Partner work 39 .050
—
! —
!
Self-directed 82 •039 . .001521 .64 •056 11.636
Tohr-dlrected 18 • 039
GIRLS Grade IV $ S •£• S.E.^ Dlf.^ S.E.Dlf.% C.R^
same xexx lb
Multiple text 84 •036 •001296 • 68 .050 13.600
Group work 54 • 049 .002401 • 08 .069 1^304
Partner work 46 • 049
Self-dlreoted 78 •041 .001681 • 56 •058 9^655
Tchr-directed 22 .041
In grade four, both boys and girls preferred multiple texts
%e single texts, and the critical ratio was nearly even in both
Instances. Both sexes preferred group work, and the boys showed
greater significance than did the girls • Self-directed work
was chosen rather than teacher-directed work, and the greater
preference was on the part of the boys, though both choices
showed high significance.
I
GRAPH — TABLE 7III
COMPASISOU OP PHEPEREHCES IN GRADE 71
BY QTTARTILES. BASED 05 IHTBLLIGEHCE
All Pupils S*E« S.E.^ Dif.^ S.E.Dif.^ C.R.
QUARTIIiB I
Same Text
Maltlple Text
14
86
.051
.051
•
.002601 .72 .079 9.11
Group Work
Partner Work
53
47
.080
.080
.006400 .06 .113 • 53
Self-directed
Tohr-directed
88
12
•052
.052
.002704 .76 .073 10.41
QtTARTILB II
Same Text
Multiple Text
14
86
.056
.056 .003136 .72 .079 9.11
Group Work
Partner Work
69
31
.074
.074
.005476 .38 .104 3.653
Self-directed
Tchr-directed
88
12
.052
.052
.002704 .76 .073 10.41
QUARTUB III
Same Text
Multiple Text
11
89
.050
.050
.008500
.002500 .78 .070 11.14
Group Work
Partner Work
55
45
.080
.080
.006400 .10 .113 .88
Self-directed
Tchr-directed
84
16
.059
.059
.003481 • 68 .083 8.19
QUARTILE 17
Same Text
Multiple Text
13
87
.054
.054
.008916
.002916 .74 .076 9.73
Group Work
Partner Work
59
41
.079
.079
.006241 .18 .111 1.62
Self-directed
Tchr-directed
79
21
.065
.065
.004225 .58 .091 6.37

In grade six, the first quartlle ranged from 140-117 In-
telligenoe quotient acoordlng to the Kuhlman-Anderson Intelli-
gence tests given In that city. The second qnartlle was from
117-110; the third qnartlle ranged from 110-103, and the fonrti
and the lowest qnartlle was from 103-73.
The use of multiple choice ranked high In all quartlles,
hut rose to Its highest point In the third quartlle with a
C.R« of 11.14 Indicating that regardless of Intelligence quo-
tient, the preference was for the use of many books.
Group work In preference to partner participation showed
no significant difference except In the second quartlle. It
did not seem to matter too greatly whether children worked with
partners or In groups and Intelligence did not Influence any
decision*
The choice of self-dlrectlon showed a high C.R. In the
upper two quartlles, but dropped In the third and the fourth,
although the choice here still remained significant* This
would seem to Indicate that children with higher Intelligence
preferred to be Independent In the matter of finding materials
while slower children tended to lean more on teacher direction.

GRAPH — TABLE II
COMPARISON OP PREPERMCES IH GRADE Y
BY QTJARTIIBS,BASED 01 INTELLIGENCE
All Pupils S • E* S.E.^ Dif.^ S.E.Dif.^^ C.R.
i QUARTILE I
Same Text
Multiple Text
14
86
.051
.051 .002601 .72 .072 10.00
Group Work
Partner Work
48
52
.074
.074 .005476 .04 .104 • 384
!
Self-directed
Tohr-directed
76
24
.063
.063
.003969 • 52 • 089 5.84
QUARTILE II
Same Text 14 •051 .002601
Multiple Text 86 .051 .002601 • 78 .072 10.00
Group Work 53 .074 .005476 .06 .104 .576
Partner Work 47 .074
Self-directed 84 .054 .002916 .68 .076 8.94
Tchr-directed 16 .054
QUARTILE III
Same Text
Multiple Text
16
84
.054
.054
.002916
.002916 .68 .076 8.94
Group Work
Partner Work
51
49
.074
.074
.005476 .02 .104 .192
Self-directed
Tohr-directed
75
25
.064
.064
.004096 • 50 .090 5.55
QUARTILE IV
Same Text
Multiple Text
18
82
.057
.057 .003219 .64 .080 8.00
Group Work
Partner Work
46
54
.074
.074 •005476 .08 .104 .769
Self-directed
Tchr-directed
67
33
.070
.070
.004900 .34 .098 3.46

In grade five, the first qnartile ranged from 134-110
Intelllgenoe quotient according to the Kuhlman-Anderson Intelli-
genoe tests. The second qnartlle ranged from 109-106; the
third quartlle, from 106-101, and the fourth quartlle, from
101-74.
The choice of multiple texts was significant In all the
quartlles, though It dropped slightly In the third and fourth
quartlles, which would show that In the fifth grade, the choice
was not Influenced greatly by Intelllgenoe.
The choice of group work over that of partner work was
not significant In any of the quartlles.
The choice of self-directed work was significant In all
quartlles, and was highest In the second quartlle, and dropped
off in the fourth quartlle which might show that children with
lower intelligences tend to depend more on teacher direction.
All choices were definitely in favor of self-direction, and
were significant.

GRAPH — TABLE Z
COMPARISON OF PREFERENCES lU GRADE IV
BY QUARTIIES, BASED OU lUTELLIGENCE
All Pupils S*£* S.E.^ Dlf.^ S.E.Dif.^ C.R^
Same Text 15
oo
.052
.wc .70 .073 9^589
Group Work
VA *«• 4 W%A^ till /% ^vlp
61 .070
. U I u
.004900 • 22 • 098 2^244
Self-directed
Tchr-direoted
81
19
.057
.057
.003249 • 62 • 080 7.75
Same Text
iuUXwXpxe loXu
13
O f
.049
.74 .069 10.724
Group Work 64
oo
.069
» U07
.004761 • 28 • 097 2.886
Self-dlreoted
Tchr-directed
82
18
.055
•055
.003025 • 64 • 077 8.311
OTTA'R'PTT.TC TTT
Same Text
MuXbxpxe xexT;
18 .055
0UOO .64 • 077 8,311
Group Work
fSxwIieT nOT&
50
ou
.072
OTP
.005184 • 00 • 101 .00
Self-dlreoted
Tchr-dlrected
74
26
.063
.063
.003969 .48 • 089 5.28
QUARTIIE IV
Same Text
Multiple Text
85
75
.063
.063 .003969 • 50 •089 5.617
Group Work
Partner Work
61
39
.070
.070
•004900 • 22 • 098 2.244
Self-directed
Tohr-dlreoted
83
17
.054
.054
.002916 • 66 • 076 8.684

In grade four, the first quartile ranged from 170-111
I.Q. according to the Kuhlman-Anderson Intelligence Tests.
The second qnartlle ranged from 111-106; the third quartile,
from 106-101, and the fourth quartile, from 101-81.
All Quartiles definitely preferred multiple texts. The
highest choice was in the second quartile, with the first
quartile closely following. The choice dropped in the two
lower quartiles, although it remained significant*
The choice of group work over partner participation was
not significant.
The preference for self-direction was significant in all
quartiles, indicating in grade four that intelligence did not
appear to Influence this choice.

GRAPH — TABLE X(A)
SIUGIE TEXT vs. MULTIPIB TEXT .PREPEREHCE BY AGES
Age S*£* S.E.Tb S.E.Dlx^Te} C.H.
13
y ohiiaren
Single 11 • 080
13 Multiple 89 .080 .006400 .79 •113 6.99
12
37 ohildrdn
Single 11 • 051
12 Multiple 89 • 051 •002601 • 69 .072 9.5B3
11
146 oMldren
Single 15 .030
11 Multiple 85 • 030 .000900 • 70 • 042 16.66
10
206 children
Single 17 • 026
10 Multiple 83 .026 .000676 • 66 .036 18.33
o
142 ohlldren
bingie lo
9 Multiple 84 .031 .000961 • 68 .040 17.00
8
6 children
Single 27 .089
8 Multiple 73 •089 •007921 .46 .125 3.68
At all ages, multiple texts were preferred rather than
single texts. The choices of greatest significance were from
the nine year-olds through the twelve year-olds. The highest
preference came In the eleven year-old group. This would seem
to show that all children but the very young, preferred to use
many hooks.
I!
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GRAPH — TABLE X (B)
GROUP vs. PARTHER PARTICIPATIOIT, PREPERBNCE BY AGES
61
Age, S>E^ S.E.^ Dif.fo S.E.Dlf.^ C.R>
9 children
Ig Group 76_ .085 .007225 .52 .120 4.333
13 Partner 24 .085
37 children
12 Gronp 50_ .082 .006724 .00 .115 .00
12 Partner 50 .082
146 children
11 Gronp 56_ •041 .001681 .12 .057 2.106
11 Partner 44 .041
206 children
10 Group 53_ .035 .001285 .06 .049 1.224
10 Partner 47 .035
142 children
9 Group 57_ .042 .001764 .14 .059 2.37
9 Partner 43 .042
6 children
8 Group 67_ .094 .008836 .34 .132 2.576
8 Partner 33 .094
The only significant choice of group work was in the
thirteen year-old group. This shows that it evidently does
not make any difference to any age group whether they work
with many or few people. It might be presumed that, as
children grew older, they would be more gregarious and would
desire the contact with the group, but this study does not
show this to be true.
s 4
GRAPH — TABLE Z (C)
SKLy-DIRECTED WORK vs. TEACHER-DIRECTED WORK
PREPEREBCB BY AGES
-fit.
A£l S.Eo S,E>^ J)±f.% S>E,Dif«^ C.R*
9 children
13 Self-directed 85 .071 .00604 .70 .100 7.00
13 Tchr-direoted 16 .071
37 children
.12 Self-directed 80 .066 .004366 .60 .093 6.461
IS Tchr-directed 20 .066
146 children
11 Self-directed 80 .033 .001089 .60 .046 13.043
11 Tchr-directed 20 .033
206 children
10 Self-directed 77 .029 .000481 .54 .041 13.170
10 Tchr-direoted 23 .029
142 children
9 Self-directed 81 .033 .001089 .62 .046 13.478
9 Tchr-directed 19 .033
6 children
8 Self-directed 77 .086 .007936 .54 .125 4.32
8 Tchr-directed 23 .086
There was a decided preference for self-directed wotk at
all ages. The highest point of this choice came from the nine
year-olds through the eleven year-olds. The thirteen year-
olds and the eight year-olds showed the least preference of
the entire group, but their choice was significant.

Activities
Choices In relation to activities were tabulated
In much the same way that preferences were, with a master sheet
from which small graphs were made. Activities were tabulated
to show how these choices were affected by age, intelligence,
grade placement, and sex differences. The activities consid-
ered were reading, drawing, writing, cons tructirg, and talking.
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The reading activity found its peak in the fixth
grade and was slightly lower in the fourth grade and two points
lower in the sixth grade. Since the fifth and the fourth
grades were so close, this study would seem to indicate that
the children of the lower grades liked to read better than the
children of the upper grades. It is possible that in the sixtt
grade, a child develops a more social attitude and begins to
find wider Interests for himself rather than the solitary

interest of reading. A study of social interests compared
with reading might prove whether at this point the child begins
to become interested in people themselves rather than books
and their characters.
The drawing activity ranked second choice in all
three grades, indicating that drawing is a favorite subject,
^Triting was more favored in grade six than in either
of the other two grades where it gradually receded from 18»4
per cent to 15.2 per cent. This study would seem to indicate
that the higher the grade, the more security the child had in
writing, the more he had to tell and the more interested he
was in getting events down on paper.
Construction was a definite favorite in all grades
and decreased from 26.8 per cent in the fourth grade to 2E.1
per cent in the sixth grade, which denoted that to younger
children there was a greater desire for making things than
the upper grade children showed.
Talking was the lowest activity of the grades. It
was more favored in the sixth grade, but fell off gradually
to the fourth grade. This might be evidence that the children
of grade six had built up more experience in talking before a
group and might possibly be an indication of their security,
while the fourth grade children are more self-conscious and
possibly not yet willing to make oral contributions in the
form of talks for the class.
G
The next interpretation of test results in relation to
activities came under the heading of sexes.
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The choice of reading activity by boys and girls
was nearly parallel, ahowing that sex made little difference
in this particular category. Apparently, girls and boys were
equally interested in reading in the sixth grade. Among the
girls, it was the lowest choice of all activities. Among the
boys, it raiiked in the middle of all activities. This would
signify that in a comparison of activities, girls like reading
less than boys do.
Drawing was more favored by boys than girls in the
sixth grade. ?7ith the boys, this was their favorite activity,
while with girls, it was next to the lowest choice, reading
being only a point above it. This would denote that drawing
could be presented to boys as an acceptable medium of expression
more successfully than to girls.
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Writing was more acceptable to girls than to boys.
With girls it was a second choice, while with boys, it matched
talking for the lowest choice. This would seem to denote that
girls could use writing as a means of expression more readily
than boys would.
Talking was more favored by girls than by boys,being
in third place for girls while it ranked with writing as the
least desirable choice for boys.
In this classification, girls excelled in construc-
tion and writing while boys favored constructing and drawing.
Boys and Girls in Grade Five was the next inter-
pretation of data.
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Reading appealed to boys much more than it did to
girls. With hoys, it was the second choice of activities while
with girls, it ranked third. The girls remained ahout the
same as the girls in the sixth grade, while the boys advanced
five points over the boys of the sixth grade. This would seem
to signify that reading was better liked in the fifth grade
than in the sixth grade, by the boys, but to the girls, grade
made no difference.
Drawing was more popular with girls than with boys.
For the girls, it was second choice, as it was with the boys,
but the choice did not rank so high for the boys. Girls liked
drawing better in the fifth grade than they did in the sixth
grade, while fifth grade boys liked drawing less than they did
in the sixth grade.
Writing for boys was the lowest choice of the activ-
ities as it was in grade six. 5'or the girls, writing was next
lowest in grade five and in grade six. This would lead to the
deduction that in carrying out assignments, writing would be
the least favored way of expression.
Constructing was the top choice by both boys and
girls, and, except for .6 per cent, they were equal in their
percentage of choices. The percentage of their choice in this
activity was greater than in the same activity in grade six.
Talking was the lowest choice of activities for both
boys and girls, and it was .3 per cent less favored by the girls
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In grade five, constructing and reading lead for
the "boys and constructing leads for the girls. Talking and
writing for the hoys and talking and writing or reading for
the girls would be the least desirable activities.
Boys and girls of grade four was the next inter-
pretation of data.
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Reading was preferred by the boys at 22.1 per cent
while the girls chose it at 19.6 per cent. It held third
place from the top for both sexes. The girls preferred reading
in grade four more than in any previous grade, while the boys
were a bit lower than those of grade five, but topped the boys
of grade six. This would seem to indicate that reading can be
used more successfully in grade four than in either of the othe]'
two grades as far as children's interests are concerned.

Drawing occupied second place for boys as well as
for girls. The boy's preference was higher than the girl's.
The hoys topped grade five, hut drawing was not so much pre-
ferred hy grade four as by grade six. As for girls, the same
was true. Drawing would appear to be a successful medium of
expression in grade four.
Writing was the lowest choice for boys in grade four.
It ranked next lowest for girls. Grade four boys preferred
writing less than boys of either of the previous grades. This
wbuld seem to indicate that writing would be the least desir-
able form of expression in grade four. Writing preference
definitely declined in grade four.
Constructing was the first choice for boys as well
as for girls in grade four, and reached an all high for all
three grades at that level. This would seem to suggest that
lessons that had to do with constructing would be most success-
ful in grade four, for both boys and girls.
Talking was the lowest choice for girls and the next
lowest for boys. This seems to follow the general pattern
for the other two grades, although it was less desirable in
grade four than in grade six. It might evince a lack of
security or experience in this type of expression.
In grade four, according to this study, drawing and
constructing would be a successful medium for both boys and
girls and writing and talking would be the least desirable.

The next data were arranged in cuartiles for the
different grades to determine whether intelligence had any
influence on the choices of activities.
The graphs below show the four quartiles for the
sixth grade and indicate what effect intelligence had on them.
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Reading was preferred most by the inter quartile
range, for it declined on both ends, which v;onld seem to
indicate that the more intelligent children favored another
outlet, while possibly the lower intelligence found it diffi-
cult. Reading reached its peak in the third quartile, and
was the lowest choice of the first quartile.
Drawing was highest in the first quartile and next
highest in the fourth quartile while it declined In the Inter-
quartile range. With the exception of the fourth quartile,
drawing was the first choice of activities. In the fourth
quartile, construction ranked highest.
Writing occupied third place In the first quartile,
top choice In the second quartile, lowest choice in the third
quartile, and paralleled reading for lowest place in the fourth
quartile. This would seem to denote that writing was more
acceptable to children with higher intelligence than to those
with a lower Intelligence.
Constructing occupied first place in the second and
the fourth Quartile while it dropped to second place In the
first quartile and came In the middle of the third quartile
«
It would seem to Indicate that working with the hands was more
desired by children with lower rather than higher intelligence*
Talking seemed to stay at nearly the same point in thd
first three quartiles and rose in favor in the fourth quartile.
This Is contrary to what might be expected.

This study wonld Indicate that with higher intelli-
gence, drawing and constructing were in favor, while with lower
intelligence constructing and drawing still held first place.
In considering writing, reading and talking, in the higher in-
telligence, writing came first while in the lower intelligence,
reading and talking prevailed© The writer has considered that
to most children drawing and constructing have always had a
tremendous appeal and in view of this, a study which would
eliminate these two activities and consider just writing, reading
and talking might have great value in determining what place
these studies, or assignments in these studies , held in the
preference of children©

Quartlles in Grade Five Were Uext Considered
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Reading was higher in choice in the interquartile
range of grade five than at either end which compares favorably
with grade six. However, reading rated higher in all quartilea
than it did in grade six, seeming to show that all children
in grade five liked reading better than those in grade six»
In the third quartile, it was the highest choice of all the
activities.
Drawing steadily declined from the first quartile
to the third where in the fourth quartile it rose again. In
all quartiles but one, it was the second choice of activities.
It ranked about the same in numerical place in grade five as
it did in grade six.
Writing steadily increased from the first quartile
at 15.5 per cent to the fourth quartile at 20.5 per cent.
This would seem to indicate that the most intelligent children
liked to write least and the less intelligent children liked
to write more. In all but the last quartile, it was the next
to the lowest choice and in the last quartile, it was third
from the bottom. In grade six the preference from the first
to the fourth quartile decreased; in grade five, it increased
from the fourth to the first quartile.
Constructing was the first choice in all quartiles
but the thirdo This would seem to indicate that children of
varying intellectual ability like working with their hands.
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The highest percentage of choices in constracting was in the
fourth quartile which would seem to bear out the statement
that dull children like to work better with their hands.
Talking was preferred least of all activities ex-
cept in the third quartile where it was one point above
writing. However, the rate of percentage increased from the
first quartile to the fourth quartile where it dropped seven
points, indicating that slow children do not like talking
assignments.
This study would seem to indicate that children
with higher intelligence chose construction and reading,while
children with lower intelligence preferred construction and
drawing. In the higher intelligence groups , this differs
from grade six but remains the same in the lower intelligence
groups. Talking and writing in the first three quartiles,
and talking and reading in the last quartile are least favored,
If drawing and constructing were left out, reading would hold
first place in the first three quartiles, and writing would
come first in the last quartile with reading in second place^
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The Qiuartiles of Grade Four Were Next Considered
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Reading remained at the same level in three of the
quartiles. In the third qnartile it rose from 20.4 per cent
to 25«6 per cent. It also was second choice among the activi-^
ties in all three quartiles hut the third, Reading was in
most cases higher in percentage placement in this grade than
in either of the two preceding ones.
Drawing occupied about the same percentage place
throughout all four quartiles and was more favored than
reading. It was second choice of all the activities in all
but the fourth quartile where it tied with constructing.
Drawing also was more preferred in the fourth grade than in
the fifth or sixth.
Writing was the next lowest chosen activity in all
quartiles except the fourth where it was the lowest. The
fourth grade compared with the fifth grade in the dislike of
writing and these two grades showed less preference for writing
than the sixth grade showed. This would seem to indicate that
lower grade children do not find writing an enjoyable activity.
Constructing was first choice in all quartiles, the
choice being very high in the first three, but falling off in
the fourth quartile, while still remaining the first choice of
that quartile. Constructing is a desirable activity for grade
four*
Talking was the lowest choice of activities in all
quartiles but the last, where writing was lower. Both fourth
•
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and fifth grades found talking nmch less desirable than did
the children of grade six although talking was not greatly-
preferred in this grade.
If drawing and constructing were eliminated from the
choices, it would he found that reading was definitely a
first choice in grade four and that talking was least desired,
A study of this grade would seem to denote that
constructing and drawing were favored by children of all
Intelligence levels, and that writing and talking were least
desired. Constructing was even more favored in this grade
than it was in grade six and in grade five which would seem
to indicate that lower grade children are still in the age
to work well with their hands and to enjoy concrete materials
better than abstract ideas©
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The next grouping of activities was considered in
relation to age, A taljle of ages follows :-
Age 13-9 children
12 - 37
11 - 146
10 - 2069-142
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Reading seemed to descrihe something of an arc from
the thirteen year level to the eighth year level. On both ends,
reading was less desirable, and among the ten and eleven year
old children, it reached a plateau, to rise 1,4 per cent on
the nine year level and to drop on the eight year level , but
not so far down as it did on the thirteen year level. This studyl
would seem to indicate that reading was more popular from the
ninth to the twelfth year©
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Drawing deviated only five points from the lowest
choice to the highest and since it was neither a gradual rise
nor descent, it would not seem that age affected it greatly.
It was more preferred by the eight year olds than by any of
the other ages. The choice as compared with other activities,
ranked high on a percentage basis, designating that drawing
is a desirable subject to all ages.

Writing remains in a distinct area in all ages until
the eight year old where it drops to a very small percentage
as a choice. Writing is more preferred by the eleven and the
twelve year olds and seems not to be desirable to the eight
year old in any degree. This would seem to indicate that
children of ten and eleven enjoyed writing as an activity
more than did children of other ages*
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Constructing pursnecL a zigzag course through the
age levels, and was a definitely high choice among the eight
year olds» At all times, it ranked high as far as percentage
of choice was concerned, being especially favored "by the ten
and the twelve year olds, and unusually so by the eight year
olds. This would seem to indicate that the younger children
are, the more they enjoy manipulatory work and tend toward
creative outlets*
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In most cases, talking was the least favored of
the activities. The peak viras reached at the eleven year level
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On the following page are graphs to show all
choices of activities in relation to one age level. Previous
graphs have shown one activity in relation to all ages. This
next page gives a picture of definite preferences ancL of those
choices least desired.
According to age, the preferences and those least
desired are as follows :-
Age Preference Least Desired
13 Drawing Reading
IE Constructing Writing
11 Drawing Talking
10 Constructing Talking
9 Constructing Talking
8 Constructing Writing
This would seem to indicate that at all ages,
drawing and constructing were a definite preference while
reading and writing were least desired by older children and
talking and writing hy the younger children. Age would seem
to have no hearing on preferences since art work of one form
or another was preferred at all ages. Age did have some
hearing on choices, in that writing was least acceptable to
younger children and reading and writing were least acceptable
to the older ones*
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GEITERAIi COHGLUSIOHS
lo Maltiple text was favored more than single text in
most instanoeso
2« Group participation was selected "by older children
and tipper age and intelligence levels* Partner participation
was selected by the slow learning and yonnger children.
3. Self"^irection was more favored than teacher-direction*
Age and intelligence influenced this choice.
4. Reading preference was most popular in grade four and
least popular in grade six. It was not, however, the most
popular choice in any grade,
5. Writing was affected hy grade levels, heing most popu-
lar in grade six. More girls than "boys preferred writing. In
grade four, it was liked least of all the activities. In many
of the tabulations of preferences, it was the lowest choice.
6. Drawing was a popular choice and preferred by all
children, it being either top or second choice. The top and
the lowest quartile preferred it to any other activity.
7. Constructing was generally the top choice of all
activities.
8. Talking was the lowest in choice of activities by
grades. More grade six girls than boys preferred talking. It
was the lowest activity in grade five as well as in grade
four and there it was the lowest preference for girls*
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CHAPTER V
EDUCATIOIfAL IMPLICATIOUS

CHAPTER V
EDUCATIOTTAI IJ,^LICATIOITS
TMs study was conducted with the idea of discover-
ing how age, grade placement, intelligence , and sex influenced
choices in the use of textbooks, group or partner participa-
tion, self-directed or teacher-directed work, and the activi-
ties of reading, writing, talking, drawing, and constructing.
The following implications in relation to education appear to
result from the investigations in this study.
1. The children studied appeared to be most in-
dependent in the use of many texts: as indicated by the results
of the test. Only in lower age and some grade levels did the
choice for single texts rise at all and then only in a small
degree. In preparation of lessons for this group of children,
the teacher could use a great many different texts with satis-
factory results.
2. Graphs indicated that slow-learning children
and younger children preferred to work in smaller relation-
ships and that as age and intelligence rose, they were more
willing to work with greater numbers, possibly indicating a
more social attitude. Judging by this, older children and
more intelligent children could assume greater responsibili-
ties and should work with a number of individuals rather than
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Individually or in small relationships.
3. Under each classification, self direction was
more favored than teacher direction which shows an independent
attitude hy the particular groups tested. Age and intelligence
influenced this choice and indicated that the slower learning
the child, and the younger the child, the more he depended on
adult direction. Considering this to be so, it would seem
that the teacher should in som.e way arrange work to encourage
the slow learner and the young child to take a more active
and individual part in the class, and thereby build up con-
fidence so that he does not depend too largely on an adult.
Since one aim of education is to teach children to live
democratically, each one making his contribution to the whole,
each one assuming as best he can the part of leader in differ-
ent situations, it is a definite challenge to the teacher to
provide opportunities for leadership and to help the child
to grow in confidence.
4. Pleading was never a very popular choice as long
as drawing and constructing were included. If those were
omitted, reading rose in favor. It was affected by age, in
that the younger children enjoyed reading more than did the
older ones. This might be due, perhaps, to the fact that the
older children are becoming more socially minded and people
interest them more than do books. A study of this would
prove interesting and beneficial. Reading needs to be more

than Just an end in itself. Heading should have as one of
its aims, the enrichment of life. It should be interesting
and thought-provoking, and should lead to further enjoyment
through appreciations gained, activities stimulated, tenden-
cies to action aroused. Reading has often been the end of
a process rather than the beginning or open door to a wider
horizon. If we can lead children to see that books make life
more meaningful; that from them, they can learn about the
things which they meet in everyday life; and that through
books comes the power to enrich their experiences, we have
made reading what it should be; -a tool, not a master.
5. 'Writing was not chosen as a favorite activity
in many instances. Children of grade six favored it more
than did those of any other level. Teachers may well plan
writing assignments that are more interesting and less com-
plex in order to encourage more interest in the subject.
6. Drawing was preferred by all children as first
or second choice, indicating that any assignment that dealt
with drawing would be successful. This might be used as a
motivating power in connection with other studies.
~
7. Constructing was popular with all children,
especially with the younger ones. This creative instinct
can serve as a motivating power in other studies. The
younger children may benefit more from this than would the
older ones whose creative powers possibly lie in other fields.
i
8, Prom the place that talking held among activity
choices, one would judge that this activity needed motivating
in order to "be made more appealing to the children, since it
is a necessary activity in one's life. Perhaps talking has
"been too formal in its presentation, and not simply enough
planned so that the consciousness of criticism and of speak-
ing to an audience have been too much present, lessons
planned more informally might in some measure lessen this
feeling and add to the pleasure of talking.
Suggested further Study
1. Compare social interests with reading to de-
termine if children of grade six age are more interested in
people than in books and their characters.
2. Compare reading, writing, and talking to see
where the preference in this combination lies (omitting
drawing and constructing),
3. Conduct a study to determine why writing and
talking are so distasteful and what can be done to improve
these particular assignments,
4. Test grade five in another community to see if
the same or different results are obtained as in this test-
to determine if it is truly a reactionary grade or if the
population of this test in that area was just unusual.

5. Develop material similar to this test to be
used as a pre-test of unit study to determine how children
prefer to work. This would enable the teacher to understand
her group and to plan their assignments wisely.
6. Conduct a study to determine why self direction
grew more pronounced in the fourth grade than in the sixth
grade as would have been expected.
7. Conduct this survey in comparison with reading
grades to see in what way preferences are influenced by it.
8. Study creative ability in children and see how
the preference for writing compares with it.
9. Conduct an experimental and controlled group
to determine what effect teacher selection and pupil selec-
tion would have on results of an investigation of the nature
described in this thesis.
10. Conduct an investigation of eight year olds
to find out if they prefer group participation rather than
partner participation which was indicated by this study,
and which seems so contrary to the psychology of behavior.
ii
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E3CHIBIT A
Sampling Children^ s Preferences In Types of Assignments
Choose the way you would like best to do each of these pairs of
studies and put a 1 in the space "before it. Put a figure 2
"before your second choice*
1« If you were trying to find out how cotton is produced,would
you like best to
( ) Have all the children read from A Day in the
Cotton Fields ?
( ) Have all the children read from several differ-
ent books such as :- How Cotton Is Raised ?
Story of Eli Whitney 'FTTotton Gin ;
From Cotton to Cooking?
2» If you were going to make a map of China,would you like tot'
f ) Use these books to find out about China
Ylng Lee In China
Our Chinese Cousin
Adventures Aboard a Chinese Junk
( ) Have the whole class read from:-
Story of China
3. You want to learn about airplanes. Would you like best to:«
f ) Head about airplanes in
(rlobes
.
Maps and Skyways
( ) Learn about airplanes from
Elementary School Science for the Air Age
Human Geography in the Air Age
The AiiHye Live In
4. You are preparing a program for Lincoln* s birthday* Would
you rather :-
( ) Get your information from
Life of Abraham Lincoln
( ) Learn about Lincoln from
Abe the Railsplitter
Abraham Lincoln As I_ Knew Him
How Abe Saved the Pig
82.
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You are studying about Switzerland, Would you rather :**
( ) Find out about the country from
Travels in Switzerland
Moni
,
the"^oat Boy
HeicCi
( ) Find out about Switzerland from
Ohild* 8 Geography of Switzerland
The class is preparing to give talks on airplanes. Would
you rather:-
( ) Have small groups Idok up material in
Early Airplanes
Story of the 'fright Bro thers
The First Balloon
f ) Choose a partner and look for material in
The Air We Live In
geography of the^ir Age
Flying with Lindberg
The class is going to prepare an assembly program on
rubber* Which way would you choose to work?
( ) Find some material to work with a partner in
The World at Work
Living in We Americas
f ) Work with a small group to find out about
rubber in
Our South American ITeighbors
How Rubber Is Taken from the Jungle
The class is preparing to give some talks on aviation.
Which way would you choose to work?
( ) Work with a few people and read from
Flying the Airways
Pan "^erican Air Ifoutes
f ) Work with your partner and read from
ITew York to Brazil by Plane
11&±1 by Plane
i(<e> \
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4, A man is coining to talk afeout sheep ranching. Which way-
would you choose to find out some information hefore he
comes?
( ) Choose a friend and look in
My Life on a Sheep Ranch
Bingo , the Hanch Dog
( ) Join a small group and read from
The Shepherd' s Best Friend
Days on a Sheep Ranch
5o You are studying about monkeys. How would you choose to
work?
( ) Divide the class into groups and look up informa-
tion in
In the South American Jungle
^d Howling Monkey
( ) Everybody choose a partner and read from
Animal Treasure
The Monkey's Village
1« Your room is going to prepare a program for Washington's
birthday. How would you choose to work?
( ) Look in some books which you found in the room.
Our First President
How People~!Lived a€ the Time of Washington
Story of Washington and the Cherry free
( ) Have the teacher find the books and give them to
you:
My Bro ther. George Washington
Famous Americans
Washington's Journey to New York
2. An assembly program is to be given about coffee. How would
you choose to work?
f ) Let the teacher find the material in these books:*
My Coffee Ranch
^aulo
,
^e Ranch Boy
How Coffee Is Grown
I
( ) Hunt around the room until you found some books
about coffee such as
They Lived in South America
Life on a CoTfee Plantation
How Pedro Earned His Donkey
3« You are going to invite another grade in to hear you tell
what you have learned about Indians.How would you like to
work?
( ) Be responsible for finding the material on
Indians such as
The Hed Indian Blanket
Moki, the Indian Boy
How the Indians Made Canoes
{ ) Use some books the teacher looked up for you :«
Indian ?olk Tales
Manltou, the Indian Spirit
My Life Among the Indians
4, Your parents are invited to hear the class tell about
fishing. How would you choose to find things to tell?
( ) Have some one find books for you to read from
such as
Fishing in the Atlantic
Aboard a"7i8hing Schooner
A Trip To the 5rand Banks
i ) Look for books yourself until you found some-
thing like :-
My Fishing Diary
jSow Deep Sea ^B^shlng Is Done
IbFard the~^alty Fin
5* If you were going to talk about coal mining, how would you
choose to get the information?
f ) Find material yourself about coal mining as:
The Miner^ s Mule
Canary in~^he Mine
How Coal Was Formed
f ) Have the teacher tell you what books to read:*
My Work in a Coal Mine
^e~Fire in the Mine
From Trees to Goal

! If you were stadying a"bout dogs, would you prefer to :^
( ) Read about Eskimo Do^ Team
( ) Draw a poster about Be^ Kind to Dogs
( ) Write a story about Bingo ,My Pet Dog
2. Your room is to entertain another room with a program about
fishing. Which would you rather do to help make it most
interesting?
( ) Paint a picture of sailing boats
( ) Write a report on an imaginary trip on a fishing
boat
f ) Make a soap or clay model of a fishing boat
3« An assembly program is to be given about stamp collecting.
What part would you like best to take in it ?
f ) Write a story about first stamps
( ) Make a poster about stamps
f ) (Jive a talk on stamp collecting
4* Your room wants to find out about Switzerland. Which way
would you like best to show what you had found?
f ) Make a model of a Swiss house
( ) Tell the story of William Tell
( ) Read how Hannibal crossed the Alps
5, A program about airplanes is to be prepared. Would you
prefer to :-•
( ) Report about the first airplane
( ) Read about The Air We Live In
f ) Make a poster about different kinds of planes
6# Your class is planning to study about Indians, Which way
would you choose to help?
f ) Draw a picture of an Indian brave
( ) Read about the Hopi Indians
f ) Tell how Indians made their fires
EE.

7o China Is to "be studiecL by the class.Which would you choose
to do ?
f ) Head ahout Chinese junks
( ) Tell the class how the Chinese fish
f ) Make a model of a Chinese Junk out of clay or wood
8« You are to entertain some visitors who have come to see
what you have learned about coffee growing. V^hich would
you choose to do ?
f ) Tell about a make believe trip to South America
( ) Make a model of a small donkey out of wood or soap
( ) Write a letter about your trip to a coffee
plantation
9o The class is studying about farm animals. Would you rather
f ) Make a model of a small bam
f ) Write a story of your visit to the farm
f ) Make a picture of something you would see on a
farm
10. An assembly program is to be prepared about trains. Which
of these would you rather do ?
( ) Write a story about the race between the horse
and the engine
f ) Draw a picture of different kinds of trains
( ) Read the story about Peter Cooper's Tom Thumb
engine
31.

EXHIBIT B
Sampling CMllren' s Preferences In Reading and Working
Choose the way you would like "best to do each of these pairs
of studies and put a 1 In the space before It, Put a figure 2
before your second choice.
1. Your class Is to study about cotton. Would you like best
to : -
( ) Have all the children read out of the same books
about planting cotton
f ) Have all the children read In different books
about cotton prints, use of cotton seeds, the
boll weevil.
2» The class Is going to make a study of China. Would you
like to:-
( ) Have all the children use different books to
find out about Chinese floods- rice in China-
Chinese Junks- fishing in China and other things.
( ) Have everybody find out about Chinese farms in
books that are alike.
3» The children are preparing to have a program. Would you
like best to :-
f ) Have everyone use the same set of books to find
out about sea planes.
( ) Have all the children use different books to
find out about rocket planes-transport planes-
aeroplane carriers-passenger planes.
4. You are preparing a program for Lincoln's birthday. Thlch
would you like best to do ?
( ) Have all the children use books alike to find
out about Lincoln's boyhood
f ) Have the children use books that are not alike
to find out about Lincoln and the pig-Lincoln
and the storekeeper-Lincoln and the trunk, and
other stories.

5* You are studying about Switzerland, Whicb. way would you
like to work ?
( ) Have all the children use many different books to
find out about Swiss watches- mountain climbing-
Saint Bernard dogs-'ivilliam Tell- Alpine mountains.
f ) Have all the children look in one set of books to
find out about wood carving in Switzerland.
1. The class is preparing to give talks on airplanes. Would
you like best to :-
( ) Have small groups look up material about early air-
planes- the Y7right brothers- the first balloon
f ) Choose a partner and look for material about the
air age- Lindberg- how airplanes helped in the war.
The class is going to prepare an assembly program on
rubber. Thich way would you choose to work ?
( ) Tork with a partner to find otit about rubber in Brazip.
- rubber plantations- latex- things made of rubber.
f ) ^ork in a small group to find out about rubber in
the Far East- synthetic mbber- uses of rubber.
3» The class is preparing to give some talks on aviation,
'^ich would you choose to do ?
f ) Work with a few people and read about airplane
pilots- airplane carriers- trips over the Atlantic.
( ) Work with your partner and read about mail planes-
rocket ships- balloons.
4. A man is coming to talk about sheep ranching, ^ich way
would you choose to find out information before he comes ?
( ) Ohoose a friend and look up about wool in Australia-
how woolen cloth is made- how dogs help the shepherd
f ) Divide the class into small groups and read about
dipping the sheep-sheep dogs-life on a sheep ranch.
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You are studying about monkeys • How would you choose to
work ?
f ) la&ke the class into small groups and find informa-
tion about monkeys in Africa- how monkeys live -
in what ways do monkeys act like men
( ) Everybody in the room choose a partner and read
about monkeys in South .toerica- what monkeys eat-
how monkeys live.
Your room is going to prepare a program for ITashington*
s
Birthday. How would you choose to work ?
f ) Find books for yourself, in the room, at the library,
or at home about our first president- how people
lived in the time of Washington- how Washington cut
down the cherry tree.
f ) Have the teacher find books and give them to you
about George Washington-famous Americans- Washington's
Journey to New York.
An assembly program is to be given about coffee. How
would you choose to work ?
( ) Let the teacher find materials for you about a
coffee ranch- how coffee is shipped- famous coffee
ports.
f ) Look in several places until you found some books
about coffee roasting-coffee plantations- how men
work on a coffee ranch- new ways of using coffee.
You are going to invite another grade in to hear you tell
about what you have learned about Indians. Which way
would you choose to work ?
f ) Be responsible for finding materials about Indian
houses-Indian weaving- Indian hunting and fishing-
Indian customs.
( ) Use some books the teacher looked up for you about
Indian hunters-life with the Indians-Indian food-
Indian games.
/

4, Your parents are invited to hear the class tell about
fishing. How would you choose to find things to tell ?
( ) Have your teacher find some "books for you to read
about how cod fishing is done- a trip in a fishing
schooner-fishing on the ^rand Banks.
( ) Look for books yourself to find material about
fishing in the Atlantic- cod fishing- fishing in
Horway- fresh water fishing.
5# If you were going to talk about coal mining, how would
you choose to get the information ?
f ) Find material yourself in different places about
how mining is done-use of canaries in the mines-
how coal was formed,
f ) Have the teacher tell you what books to use to
find out about dangers of mining- kinds of mines-
how trees became coal.
1, If you were studying about dogs, would you prefer to :-
( ) Read about Mj; Eskimo Dog Team
( ) Draw a poster about Be Eind to Dogs
( ) Write a story about Bingo
,
My Pet Dog
E, Your room is to entertain another room with a program
about fishing, Which would you prefer to do in order
to make it more interesting ?
( ) Paint a picture of sailing boats
f ) Write a report on an imaginary trip on a fishing
boat
( ) Make a soap or clay model of a fishing boat.

S2.
3. An assembly is to "be given alDOut stamp collecting, TThat
part would you prefer to take in it ?
( ) ^rite a story about the first stamps
f ) Make a model of a mail plane
( ) Give a talk on stamp collecting
4. Your room wants to find out about Switzerland. '^Thich
way would you like best to show what you have found ?
f ) Make a model of a Swiss house
( ) Tell the story of William Tell, or a hero of
Switzerland
( ) Read how Hannibal crossed the Alps.
5. A program about airplanes is to be prepared. Would you
prefer to :-
( ) Report about the first airplane
f ) Read about pursuit planes
f ) Draw a picture showing different kinds of planes
6. Your class is planning to study about Indians. 'Thich
way would you choose to help ?
f ) Draw a picture of an Indian Brave
( ) Read about the Hopi Indians
f ) Tell how Indians made their fires.
7. China is to be studied by the class. Which would you
choose to do ?
f ) Read about Chinese Junks and other boats
( ) Tell the class about Chinese fishing
f ) Make a model of a Chinese junk out of clay or wood.
!J
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8# You are to entertain some visitors who have oome to see
what you have learned about coffee growing. Which would
you choose to do ?
( ) Tell ahout a make-helieve trip to South America
( ) Make a model of a small donkey out of wood or
soap
( ) Write a letter about your trip to a coffee
plantation.
9# The class is studying about farm animals. Which would you
prefer to do ?
( ) Make a model of a small bam
( ) Write a story of your visit to the farm
( y Make a picture of something you would see on a
farm.
10» An assembly program is to be prepared about trains. Which
of these would you prefer to do ?
( ) Write the story about the race between the
horse and the engine
( ) Draw a picture of different kinds of trains
f ) Read the story about Peter Cooper's Tom Thumb
engine*
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EXHIBIT C 94
yfm nould like to rit«%A ^^i, aow you Ilk* to work* don't all like
to do thing* in tht mm way* Ooe way is intorosting to floraa pooplo
while others like a different way* e tfould like to find out how you like
po> do thixi^* Cheek the oim you lUpi bent ia <Mieh of the eete*
Sample:* The olaee la studying uL^out horeee* 'Ould you ^fer to;-
\ ) Have everyao^ in tho olaae read out of ttie same booka to find out
^
about Indian poniee, cirous horsee» wild horeee*
( I Vitttm everyone read out of different booke of many kinde to find out
about Indian poQies, oireus horses* wild horaee*
1* k^iur class is to study about cotton* .ould you like boat to:*
( ) Hawe all the children read toother out of the aa»s oat of books
to find out about raising ootton, the eotton sin^ ootton prints*
( ' Have eaeh ehild read by hirneelf in eeveral different books to find
out about raising ootton » the cotton (^in, ootton .4*ints*
2* tt? elasa is goine to rnsks a study of China* Wotild you like to:-
( ) mm tacli ehild use diffevMt books to find out abont Chineee
fishina» Chinese floods, life in China
( ) Have eventody find out about Chinese ftehlag, Oliineee fleade»
life in China \^ reading the sa^ story together*
3* The children are preparing a prograa* ould you like beet to:->
( } Have all the otiildren read togisth^r out of the a&m sst of booke
to find out about rocket plaaes* tranaperi plmmm^ pMieeii^sr ^^ines
( ) Hawe allthe oliildren read from different booke to find out about
rocket planes, transport planes, paseenasip planes*
4* You are preparing a prognua for ^Xneol*i*e birthday* uhioh would you
IIM best to do?
( ilave all the children use the earse eet of books to find out about
lAncoln and the pig, i.inooln the storekeeper, Lincoln and the trunk
( ) iiave all the children read txstm wymf different booke to find out
about Lincoln and the pig, Lincoln the storekeeper, inooln and
the trunk*
3* yiovor daes ia studying about ":witzerla?id • vhich way wo ^d you like
to work"
t
( ) Have all the ^lildren use inamf different books to find out about
9wiee wetehee, aountain eliaft»lng» Saint Bernard dogs* -'illiiua Tell
( ) Have all the children vead tcgetker froa one eet of books about
3wlss watchss, ooiantain olimbing* Saint Bernard dogs* '^illiaia Tell
< ->^ •31-
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!• Ttai •las* is pr«p«rlQ^ to talks on airplanes* *«ould ^roit iiii
'
bast tot-
( ) Hara siaall grou;^ look up natarlal about spotting al^Aanas*
airplaxias la tba «ar» roolcat planes
( ) Chaaaa a partoar and look vip aatarial about spotting airplanas*
aU^jtonaa In tba war. rookst planes
2* The elaas Is soine to prepare an assembly procsram about mibber. c/iilali
mjr*«aiMv7ou oiiooee to bslp rind things about rubber?
( } work with a partner to find out where rubber ooiaee froci^ what
r«d>ber la uaed for, teya that are aade of rtibber*
( ) ?)ork with a saall groi;^ to find out where rubber eomee trom^
what rubber is used for^ toye that are aade of rubber*
3* Ttat elaas is preparing to give sooe talka on aviation* "Thioh would
you ehooee te de?
( ) Work with a few people and read about airplane pilots, airplane
earriers, aail planes*
( ) 'uork with your ohum and read about airplane pllote, airplane
earriere, nail plane a*
4* A nan ie eoiaing to talk about sheep ranehlng* whioh way would you
ohoof^ to net inforaatioo before he eorass?
( ) Choose a friend and look up about how dogs help ths ahsphsrd,
life ea a shsep raneh, how woolen oloth ie node
( ) Divide the elaea into snail groupe and read about how doge
help the ahepherd, life on a ehnep raneh» hon woolen oloth is
5* Yo\2r olase ie studying about forests and lunbering* liow would you
ehoone to workt
( ) ask* the olaae into saall groups and find out about ths
dangere of the foreet, life of the lusher Jaek, how lulibering
is done*
( ) F^rerybody in the roon ohooee a partner and read about the
danaere of the forest^ life of the lunber Jaek* how lunbering
is dene*
? 1
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!• Your room Is going to prepare a prograin for Washington's birthday.
How would you choose to work?
( ) Find ^oks for yourself, in the room, at the library, or at
home about our first president, how people lived in Washington's
tiiiie, Viashlngton' 8 Journey to New York,
( ) Have the teacher find books and give them to you to read about
our first president, how people lived in Washington's time,
Washington's Journey to New York.
2* An assembly program is to be given about coffee .How would you choose
to work?
( ) Let the teacher find books for you that will tell about how
coffee is raised, where our coffee comes from, people who
work on coffee ranches
( ) Look in several places until you found some books about how
coffee is raised, where our coffee cones from, people who
work on fioffee ranches*
3. You are going to invite another grade in to hear you tell about what
what you have learned about Indians. Which way would you choose to
work?
( ) Be responsible for finding materials about Indian hunters,
life with the Indians, Indian seoee
( ) Use some books tne teacher looked up for you about Indian
hunters, life with the Indians, Indian ga/nes.
4. Your parents are Invited to hear the class tell about fishing. How
would you choose to find things to tell?
( ) Have your teacher find some books for you to read about how
cod fishing is done, a trip tn a fishing schooner, fishing
in the Atlantic Ooean.
( ) Look in different places yourself to find books about how
cod fishing is done, a trip in a fishing schooner, fishing
in the Atlantic Ocean
5. If you were going to talk about coal minings how would you choose
to get the information?
( ) Find the material yourself in several different places about
how mining is done, dangers of mining, use of canaries in the
mine •
( ) Have the teacher tell you what books to use to find out abo\it
how mining is done, dangers of raining, use of canaries in the
mine.
9n
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1. If you were stiidylng about doge, would you prefer to:- ^7
( ) Read about My Eskimo Dog
( ) Draw a poster about Be Kind to Doga
i ) Write a story about BIqplo, J^y Pet Dog
2. Xour rooB la to entertain another room with a program about flahlng*
Which would you rather do to make It more Intertstlog?
( ) Paint a picture of sailing boats
( ) Write a report on an Imaginary trip on a fishing boat
( ) Make a soap or clay model of a fishing boat
3» The class Is going to give a program about hobbles. Which would you
irze to do best?
( ) Tfrlte a story about My Hobby
( ) Make a model of soap or clay of your favorite hobby
( ) dive a talk about your hobby.
4. Your rooa wants to find out about Swltsarland. Whloh ««y would you
like best to show what you have found?
( ) Make a model of a Swiss house
( ) Tell the story of some hero of Switzerland
( } Read about the story of William Tell and the apple
^. A program about airplanes Is to be prepared, \Vould you prefer to:-
( ) Report about the first airplanes
( ) Read about pursuit planes
( ) Draw a picture showing different kinds of planes*
6* Tour class Is planning to study about Indiana. Which way would you
choose to help?
( ) Draw a picture of an Indian Brave
( ) Read about Indians In Maine
( ) Tell bow the Indians made their fires.
7, China Is to be studle* by the clase. What would you choose to do?
( ) Read about Chinese Junks and other boats
( } Tell the class about Chinese fishing
( ) Make a small Chinese boat out of olay or wood?
« •v
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8* Tou ar« going to entertain so^e visitors who have oome to see what
jou haYW iMurxMd about South JUnrlca* ihleh would you choose to do?
(^^ f Tell about a snake-believe trip to the country wbere coooa
co^es froia
( ) UaMm a aodsl of a sznall donlcsy out of wood or soap
( ) Itritft 'i S«tt«r about th« Indiana you «aw in South Aaerloa
9. The elasfl 1« tftuffj^lrts «botrt fa^te anlnals. Which wbuld yoti like to
do iMiot?
^< ^
Mako a model of a small bam
( ) Write a story of your visit to the fara
( ) Mako a picture of sosothing would see on the fans
10 • The class Is going to prepare a progran about trains. What part
would you like to do best?
( ) write the story about the race betweon the horse and the englno
( ) Draw a picture of different kizids of trains inese
( ) Head the story about Peter Cooper's Tom Thumb engine
tho r'. the .~
ife in '-iaiiici*
^re pr ..pram, (.'ould
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We would like to find out how you like to work, lie don't all like to do things
±:i trie sane way. One way is interesting to some people while others like a
different way. VJe would like to find out how you like to do things. Check the one
you like best in each of the sets.
Sample: - The class is studying about hoi-ses. V'ould you like best tot-
( ) Have everyone in the class read the same book to find out about
Indian ponies, circus horses, wild horses,
( ) Have everyone in tiie class read many different books to find out
about Indian ponies, circus horses, wild horses.
1. Your class is to stud^^ about cotton. Would you like best to:-
( ) Have all the children read the same book to find out about raising
cotton, the cotton gin, cotton prints,
( ) Have each child read many different books to find out about raising
cotton, the cotton gin, cotton prints,
2. The class is going to make a studj'- of China. Vfould you like to:-
( ) Have each child read iiiany different books to find out about Chinese
fishing, -Chinese floods, life in China.
( ) Have all the children read the same book to find out about Chinese
fishing, Chinese floods, life in China.
3. The children are preparing a program. 1/t'ould you like best to:-
( ) Have all the children read the same book to find out about rocket
planes, transport planes, passenger planes.
( ) Have each chil .i read many different books to find out about rocket
planes, transport planes, passenger planes.
4. You are preparing a talk for Lincoln's birthday, r'hich would you like
best to do?
( ) Have all the children read the same book to find out about Lincoln
and the pig, Lincoln the storekeeper, Lincon and the turnk,
( ) Have each child read many different books to find out about Lincoln
and the pig, Lincoln the storekeeper, Lincoln and the trunk.
5. Your class is studying, about Switzerland. Which way would you like
to work?
( ) Have each chil.I read many different books to find out about Swiss
watches, mountain climbing, Saint Bernard aogs, ".'illiaia Tell.
( ) Have all the children read the same book to find out about Swiss
watches, mountain climbing. Saint Bernard do.js, William Tell,
I
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1. The class is preparin,^ to give talks on airplanes. Would you like best to:
( ) Have small groups look up material about spotting airplanes,
airplanes in war^ rocket planes,
( ) Choose a partner and look up material about spotting airplanes,
airplanes in war, rocket planes,
2. The class is going to prepare an assenbly progra:-: about rubber. Which
wa;'' would you choose to help find things about rubber?
( ) I'Vork with a partner to find out where rubber comes from, what
rubber is used for, toys that are made of rubber.
( ) V/ork with a small ^^^.roup to find out where rubber comes from,
what rubber is used for, toys that are made of rubber.
3. The class is preparin^^ to t,ive some talks on flying. Which would you
choose to do?
( ) \!ork with a small group and read about airplane pilots, airplane
'
carriers, mail planes,
( ) VforK Vi/ith a partner and read about airplane pilots, airplane
carriers, mail planes,
4. A man is comin^; to talk about shee^.. ranching. Which way would you choose
to get infor;:iation before rie comes?
( ) '^'orK with a partner and look up about how dogs help the shepherd,
life on a sheep ranch, hov, -v^oblen cloth is made.
( ) jJivide the class into small groups and read about how dogs help
trie shepherd, life on a sheep ranch, how woolen cloth is made,
5. Your class is studying about forests and lumbering. How would you choose
to work?
( ) Make the class into small groups and find out about the dangers of
the forest, life of the lumber jack, how lumberin; is done.
( ) v'ork with a partner and read about the dangers of the forest, life
of the lumber j?ck, how lumbering is done.
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1. "Your room is feoing to prei:>are a program for V'Jashint,ton' s birthday.
How would you choose to work?
( ) Find books for yourself ^ in the room, at the library, or at home
about our first president, how people lived in V/ashing^ton' s time,
V/ashint^ton' s journey to New York,
( ) Have the teacher find books and give them to you to read about
our first president, how people lived in Wasiiington' s time,
ViTashington' s journey to New York,
2. An assembly progra:a is to be given about coffee. How would you choose
to work?
( ) Let the teacher find books for you that will tell about how coffee
is raised, where our coffee comes from, people who work on
coffee ranches,
( ) Look in several places until you .find some books about how coffee
is raised, v.'here our coffee comes from, people vmo work on coffee
ranches.
3. You are going to invite another grade in to hear you tell about what you
have learned about Indians. Vvhich way would you choose to work?
( ) Find books yourself about Indian hunters, life with the Indians,
Indian games.
( ) Use some books the teacher looked up for you about Indian hunters,
life with the Indians, Indian games,
4. Your parents are invited to hear the class tell about fishin^i,. How
would you choose to ilnC. things to tell?
( ) Have your teacher find some books for you to read about how
cod fishing is done, a trip in a fishing schooner, fishing in
the Atlantic Ocean,
( ) Look in different places yourself to find books about how cod
fishing is done, a trip in a fishing schooner, fishing in the
Atlantic Ocean.
5. If you were going to tall about coal mining, how would you choose to
get the story?
( ) Find books yourseli in several different places about how mining
is done, dangers of iTnlning, use of canaries in the mine,
( ) Have the teacher tell you what books to use to find out about
how mining is done, dangers of mining, use of canaries in the
mine.
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1. If you vjere stud/in, about dogs, would you like to;-
) Read about My li^skimo _Dog
) Draw a poster about Be Kind to Dogs
) VJrite a story about Bingo, Uy Pet Dog
2. Your room is to entertain another room v;ith a program about fishing,
'.hich would you rather do to make it more interesting?
) Paint a picture of sailing boats
) V'rite a make-believe story about a trip on a lishin^ boat,
) Make a small soap or clay fishing boat.
3. The class is goint:, to give a program about hobbies, Wiiich v\;ould you
like to do best?
) V»Tite a story about My Hobb>y
) Make a model o^ soa"; or clay of your favorite hobby,
) Give a talk about your hoVjby.
4. Your room wants to find out about Switzerland. vf;iici.i vjay would you like
best to show what you have found?
) Make a model of a Swiss house or som.e other Swiss things.
) Tell the story of some hero of Switzerland.
) Read the story about William Tell and the apple
You are going to have a talk about airj^lanes. Vfould ,you like best to:-
) Report about first airplanes
) Read about war plaiies
) Draw a picture showin.v. different kiiiis of planes
6, Your class is plannin^:, to study about Indians. VJhich I'^ay would you choose
to help?
) Draw a picture of an Indian Brave
) Read about indian3 in Iviaine
) Tell hovu t'lie Indians made their fires
7. China is to be studied by the class. Vhat would you choose to do?
) Read about Chinese boats called junks.
) Tell the class about C-mcse fishinj.-,
) Make a small G';:inese boat out of clay or vrood.
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8. You are going to entertain some visitors who have come to see v.-hat you
have learned about South America. VJhich would you choose to do?
( ) Tell about a make-believe trip to the country where cocoa comes
from
( ) Make a small donkey out of wood or soap or clay
( ) Write a letter about the Indians you saw in South America
9. The class is studying about- farm animals. V/hich would 3'ou like to do
best?
( ) Ilake a model of a small barn or other things found on the farm
( ) Write a story of your visit to the farm
( ) Make a picture of something you would see on the farm
10. The class is going to prepare a program about trains. Vi/hat part would
you like to do best?
( ) Write the story about the race between the horse and the engine
( ) Draw a picture of different kinds of trains
( ) Read the story about Peter Cooper's first engine
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